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1. Introduction

In this article, we construct desingularizations of quiver Grassmannians for all
modules over a self-injective algebra of finite type. A quiver Grassmannian is the
variety of subrepresentations with given dimension vector of a fixed quiver rep-
resentation. Quiver Grassmannianns appeared first in work of Schofield [40] and
Crawley-Boevey [9]. Ever since Caldero and Chapoton discovered [6] that the
canonical generators of Fomin-Zelevinsky’s cluster algebras [15] can be interpreted
as generating polynomials of Euler characteristics of quiver Grassmannians, quiver
Grassmannians have played an important role in the additive categorification of
(quantum) cluster algebras.

The question of finding desingularizations of quiver Grassmannians has attracted
a lot of interest, see also [7] and [8]. All results currently available in the literature
focus on the desingularization of quiver Grassmannians of Dynkin or tilted Dynkin,
see [23] type. We work with a class of algebras of a completely different kind,
that is self-injective algebras. Namely we show that generalized quiver varieties,
as defined in [38], give a framework to construct desingularization maps for quiver
Grassmannians of self-injective algebras of finite type.

In the rest of this Introduction we give a more detailed account of our main
results.

1.1. Nakajima categories and generalized quiver varieties. Quiver varieties
were first introduced by Nakajima in [27]. Since then they have been of great
importance in Nakajima’s geometric study of Kac Moody algebras and their repre-
sentations [27], [28].

In [38], we introduce generalized quiver varieties associated to a regular Nakajima
category R. Generalized quiver varieties provide a unified approach to classical and
cyclic quiver varieties, which arise as special cases of the theory. Furthermore, gen-
eralized quiver varieties share many features of classical and cyclic quiver varieties,
including smoothness. In [38] we also show that affine quiver varieties associated
to Dynkin quivers are equivalent to the moduli spaces of representation of a certain
full subcategory S of R, the singular Nakajima category.
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1.2. Frobenius models of orbit categories of the derived category. Let Q
be of Dynkin type and let DQ be its bounded derived category of finite-dimensional
representations. If F is an equivalence of DQ satisfying the assumptions in [21]
then the orbit category DQ/F is triangulated. A Frobenius model of DQ/F is a
Frobenius category E such that its associated stable category E , i.e. the quotient
of E by its category of projective-injective, is equivalent to DQ/F as a triangulated
category.

Let R be the regular Nakajima category. This category depends on the choice
of an admissible configuration C, which is a subset of the vertices of the repeti-
tion quiver ZQ and on an isomorphism F of the mesh category k(ZQ), which by
Happel’s Theorem is equivalent to the category of indecomposable objects of DQ.
We show that if projR is Krull-Schmidt, then the category of finitely generated
projective R–modules is a Frobenius model for DQ/F . Conversely, we show that
all Frobenius models of DQ/F which are standard are indeed equivalent to projR.
Furthermore, we have that DQ/F ∼= R/〈S〉, whose objects are shown in [38] to
parametrize the strata of Nakajima quiver varieties and their degeneration order.

The results of this section play a major role in [39], where we establish a connec-
tion between the algebraic and geometric realization of the quantum group proposed
by Bridgeland [4] and Qin [32] respectively.

1.3. Desingularization of quiver Grassmanians. Desingularizations of quiver
Grassmanians have been established recently in the case of hereditary algebras of
finite representation type in [7] and tilted algebras of Dynkin type [23]. Here we
achieve an analogous result for the class of self-injective algebras of finite repre-
sentation type using generalized quiver varieties. We show that any self-injective
algebra of finite representation type can be realized as a singular Nakajima category
S:

Theorem 1.4. (Theorem 4.1) Let A be a standard self-injective algebra of finite
representation type. Then there is a singular Nakajima category S which is Morita
equivalent to A. Hence the moduli space of representations of a basic self-injective
algebras of finite type is a generalized quiver variety.

To the singular Nakajima category S, we can associate uniquely up to isomor-
phism a regular Nakajima category R. We use techniques developed in [23] to con-
struct desingularization maps for quiver Grassmannians of modules of self-injective
algebras of finite representation type. The domain of the desingularization maps
are smooth quiver Grassmannians of R–modules.

Using Theorem 1.4 and results from [38], we prove that there exist functors

KLR : modA→ modR and res : modR → modA,

that are called respectively intermediate extension and restriction, and that satisfy

res ◦KLR
∼= 1.

Given an A-module M , we show that the quiver Grassmannian of submodules with
dimension vector d, which is denoted Grd(KLRM), is always smooth.

Theorem 1.5. (Theorem 4.6) Let M be an A-module. Then there are finitely
many dimension vectors d such that the map

πgr : td Grd(KLRM)→ Gre(M), N 7→ resN
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is proper and surjective with smooth domain. Restricting the domain to the subspace
containing only bistable modules Grbsd (KLRM) yields a desingularization map.

Acknowledgements: The author is grateful to Karin Erdmann, Andrzej
Skowroński and Jan Schröer for providing references and to the referee for his
careful reading.

2. Generalized Nakajima categories and quiver varieties

2.1. Notations. For later use, we introduce the following notations. Let k be an
algebraically closed field and Mod k be the category of k-vector spaces. Recall that
a k-category is a category whose morphism spaces are endowed with a k-vector
space structure such that the composition is bilinear. Let C be a k-category and let
Mod(C) be the category of right C–modules, i.e. k-linear functors Cop → Mod(k).
We denote mod(C) the category of locally finite-dimensional C-modules, that is all
k-linear functors Cop → Mod(k) with finite-dimensional image on the objects of C.
For each object x of C, we obtain a free module

x∧ = x∧C = C(?, x) : Cop → Mod k

and a cofree module

x∨ = x∨C = D(C(x, ?)) : Cop → Mod k.

Here, we write C(u, v) for the space of morphisms HomC(u, v) and D for the duality
over the ground field k. Recall that for each object x of C and each C–module M ,
we have canonical isomorphisms

(2.1.1) Hom(x∧,M) = M(x) and Hom(M,x∨) = D(M(x)).

In particular, the module x∧ is projective and x∨ is injective. We will denote proj C
the full subcategory of C–modules with objects the finite direct sums of objects x∧

and dually, we denote inj C the full subcategory of C–modules with objects the finite
direct sums of objects x∨. Furthermore, throughout the paper we denote by C0 the
set of objects of C.

For all triangulated categories T , we shall denote by Σ the shift functor, by τ
the Auslander-Reiten translation and by S the Serre functor. We will denote by
DQ the bounded derived category of finite-dimensional kQ–modules. For a quiver
Q, we denote by Q0 its set of vertices.

2.2. Generalized Nakajima Categories. In this section we recall the definition
of the singular and regular Nakajima categories R and S given in [39]. The regular
Nakajima category R is a mesh category which we can associate to any acyclic
finite quiver and S is a full subcategory of R. We start by introducing the graded
Nakajima categories which are defined in [22]. In [22], we denoted the graded
Nakajima categories by R and S, here we will denote them by Rgr and Sgr.

Let Q be a finite acyclic quiver with set of vertices Q0 and set of arrows Q1. We
denote by k(ZQ) the mesh category of ZQ. By Happel’s Proposition 4.6 of [16]
and Theorem 5.6 of [17], there is a fully faithful embedding

H : k(ZQ) ↪→ indDQ
where indDQ denotes the category of indecomposable complexes in the bounded
derived category of mod(kQ). The functor H is an equivalence if and only if Q is
of Dynkin type.
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Let us denote by τ the automorphism of ZQ corresponding to the action of
the Auslander-Reiten translation on DQ. Let C be a configuration of ZQ, that is
a subset of the set of vertices of the repetition quiver ZQ. We denote by ZQC
the quiver obtained from ZQ by adding for all x ∈ C a vertex σ(x) and arrows
τ(x)→ σ(x) and σ(x)→ x.

For example, if Q is an orientation of the Dynkin diagram A2 and C all vertices
of ZQ, then ZQC is the following quiver:

· · · // y //

α

  

// · //

$$

// · //

  

· · ·

τ(x)
β
//

ᾱ

<<

σ(x)
γ
// x //

<<

σ−1(x) // τ−1(x) //

<<

// · · · .

By a mesh relation Rx in ZQC for any x ∈ ZQ0, we mean the sum of all paths
from τ(x) to x. In the above example Rx is ᾱα+ βγ.

Definition 2.3. The regular graded Nakajima categoryRgrC has objects the vertices
of ZQC and morphism spaces RgrC (a, b) given by all k-linear combinations of paths
from a to b modulo the ideal generated by the mesh relations Rx for all x in ZQ0.
We will call the objects σ(x) for x ∈ C frozen objects. We denote by SgrC the full
subcategory of RgrC formed by the frozen objects.

Let F be a k-linear isomorphism on k(ZQ). We make the following assumption
on C and F .

Assumption 2.4. For each vertex x of ZQ, the sequences

(2.4.1) 0→ RgrC (?, x)→
⊕
x→y
RgrC (?, y) and 0→ RgrC (x, ?)→

⊕
y→x
RgrC (y, ?)

are exact, where the sums range over all arrows of ZQC whose source (respectively,
target) is x.

Furthermore, we have that F (C) ⊂ C and Fn 6= 1 for all n ∈ Z.

We call all C satisfying the above assumption an admissible configuration and
(C,F ) an admissible pair. For example, the set of all vertices of ZQ is admissible.

Note that F commutes with τ and extends uniquely to an automorphism of RgrC
by setting Fσ(c) := σ(F (c)) for all c ∈ C. Hence F sends frozen objects to frozen
objects.

Definition 2.5. The generalized Nakajima category R associated to an admissible
pair (C,F ) is the orbit category RgrC /F . The singular Nakajima category S is
the full subcategory of R with objects the frozen objects. We denote the quotient
category R/〈S〉 by P.

The combinatorial properties of F lead to good properties of projP.

Lemma 2.6. Suppose that Q is of Dynkin type. Under assumption 2.4, F lifts
to a triangulated functor of DQ such that the canonical morphism DQ → projP
is triangulated. Furthermore P is Hom-finite, has only finitely many objects up to
isomorphism, and projP = injP.

Proof. By Happel’s equivalence, we can lift F to a k-linear automorphism on DQ.
By Serre duality and the fact that F commutes with τ , we conclude that

DQ(x,Σy) ∼= DDQ(τx, y) ∼= DDQ(τF (x), F (y)) ∼= DQ(Fx,ΣFy)
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for all x, y ∈ DQ. Hence F (kQ) is a tilting object in DQ and induces an auto
equivalence on DQ via DQ → DQ, x 7→ F (kQ)⊗L x. This functor is isomorphic to
F , as both are uniquely determined by the image of the projective indecomposable
kQ–modules. Furthermore, it is clearly triangulated. As F acts without torsion,
we have that Fn = τk for some k, n ∈ Z−0 and as Q is of Dynkin type, we also
know that there is an integer s with τs ∼= Σ2. Hence Fm = Σh for two non-zero
integers m and h. From this equality, it is easy to see that all conditions of [21]
are satisfied and as a consequence that projP is naturally a triangulated category.
Furthermore, F has only finitely many orbits and therefore P has only finitely many
objects up to isomorphism. As F does not have a fixed point on indDQ, we know
that DQ(x, F i(y)) vanishes for all but finitely many i ∈ Z. Hence projP is Hom-
finite. As F commutes with the Serre functor S, we find that for all x ∈ indDQ
the following isomorphism holds

x∨P = DP(?, x) ∼= D
⊕
i∈Z
DQ(?, F ix)

∼=
⊕
i∈Z

DDQ(?, F ix) ∼=
⊕
i∈Z
DQ(S−1F ix, ?) ∼= P(S−1x, ?) = (S−1x)∧P .

√

For a locally finite quiver Q′ and a fixed point free automorphism a of Q′, we
denote by Q′/a the quiver with vertices the a–orbits of Q′0 and the number of arrows
x→ y between two fixed representatives x and y of a–orbits is given by the number
of arrows from x → aiy for all i ∈ Z in the quiver Q′. Then Q′/a is locally finite
and the canonical map Q′ → Q′/a is a Galois covering.

Proposition 2.7. The category projP admits Auslander-Reiten triangles. Its
Auslander-Reiten quiver is given by ZQ/F and projP is standard, that is the mesh
category k(ZQ)/F ∼= k(ZQ/F ) is equivalent to P.

Proof. As DQ → projP is triangulated, projP is Krull-Schmidt and admits a Serre
functor induced from the Serre functor of DQ. It is easy to see that the images
of Auslander-Reiten triangles in DQ induce Auslander-Reiten triangles in projP.
The Auslander-Reiten quiver of DQ is given by ZQ and identifying the F -orbits
shows that the Auslander-Reiten quiver of projP is ZQ/F . As the mesh category
of ZQ/F is equivalent to the orbit category of the mesh category of ZQ, it follows
from the standardness of DQ that projP is also standard.

√

In the sequel, we will identify the orbit categories R, S and P with their equiv-
alent skeleta categories, in which we identify all objects lying in the same F–orbit.

We will denote by Q̃ the quiver ZQC/F .

Example 2.8. In the case that Q = A2, F = τ and that C is the set of all vertices

of ZQ, our assumptions are satisfied and R is equivalent to the path category of Q̃

2
α //

γ

		

2′

α

hh

1
β //

γ

OO

1′

β

hh
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modulo the mesh relations, which are given by

αα+ γγ = 0 and ββ + γγ = 0.

We see that P is equivalent to the preprojective algebra associated to A2.

2.9. Kan extensions and Stability. In [23], we introduced the notion of inter-
mediate extensions and stability. We briefly recall these definitions, which we have
adapted to the setup of the present paper. We call an R–module M stable if
HomR(S,M) = 0 vanishes for all modules S supported only in non-frozen vertices.
Equivalently, M does not contain any non zero submodule supported only on non
frozen vertices. We call M costable if we have HomR(M,S) = 0 for each module S
supported only in non-frozen vertices. Equivalently, M does not contain any non
zero quotient supported only on non frozen vertices. A module is bistable, if it is
both stable and costable.

As the restriction functor

res : ModR → ModS
is a localization functor in the sense of [11], it admits a right and a left adjoint
which we denote KR and KL respectively: the left and right Kan extension cf. [25].

We obtain the following recollement of abelian categories:

ModP // ModR
oo

oo
res // ModS.
KR

oo

KLoo

We define the intermediate extension

KLR : ModS → ModR
as the image of the canonical map KR → KL. We refer to [23] for general properties.
Recall

Proposition 2.10. An R-module M is bistable if and only if M ∼= KLR resM .

3. Frobenius models and Nakajima categories

Throughout this section we assume that Q is an orientation of a Dynkin dia-
gram. Recall that projP is a triangulated category. In this section, by a Frobenius
category, we mean a k-linear, Krull–Schmidt category E endowed with the structure
of an exact category for which it is Frobenius. Then the stable category E , which is
the quotient of E by all morphisms factoring through projective-injective objects of
E , is naturally a triangulated category. A Frobenius model for projP is a Frobenius
category E together with an equivalence of triangulated categories: projP ∼→ E .

3.1. Gorenstein projective modules of S. Recall that, for a k-category C, a
C–module M is Gorenstein projective [10] if there is an acyclic complex

P : . . .→ P1 → P0 → P−1 → . . .

of finitely generated projective modules such that M is isomorphic to the cokernel
of P1 → P0, and such that the complex Hom(P, P ′) is acyclic for each finitely
generated projective C–module P ′. We denote the category of Gorenstein projective
modules by gpr(C). By Proposition 5.1 of [2] it follows easily that gpr(C) is a
Frobenius exact category and that the subcategory of projective–injective objects
is the subcategory of finitely generated projective C–modules.
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We have shown in Theorem 5.18 of [22] that the stable category of the Frobenius
category gpr(SgrC ) is equivalent to the bounded derived category

DQ ∼= gpr(SgrC ).

In this section, we denote by F∗ both the exact automorphism on ModRgrC and
its restriction to ModSgrC induced by the functor F .

As the pushforward functors

p∗ : gpr(SgrC )→ gpr(S) and p∗ : projRgrC → projR

are invariant under F∗, we obtain functors

gpr(SgrC )/F∗ → gpr(S)

and

proj(RgrC )/F∗ → projR.
sending the finitely generated projective SgrC –modules to finitely generated projec-
tive S–modules. These functors satisfy the following properties.

Lemma 3.2. The functor projRgrC /F∗ → projR is an equivalence and gpr(SgrC )/F∗ ↪→
gpr(S) is fully faithful and exact.

Proof. Let Cgr be either SgrC or RgrC , and let C be respectively either S or R. Let
x∧ and y∧ be two projective Cgr–modules associated with x, y ∈ Cgr0 . Then

Mod Cgr/F∗(x∧, y∧) =
⊕
i∈Z

Mod Cgr(x∧, F i(y)∧)

=
⊕
i∈Z
Cgr(x, F i(y)) ∼= C(x, y) ∼= Mod C(x∧, y∧),

where we identify the vertices x and y with their images under p. Hence the first
functor is fully faithful. It is an equivalence as every indecomposable projective
R–module lifts to a projective indecomposable RgrC –module. This proves the first
part.

To prove the second part, we use that all Gorenstein projective module are
finitely presented. Hence the claim follows from the fully faithfulness on the finitely
generated projective modules, which has been shown above.

√

We show next that projR is a Frobenius model for projP.

Theorem 3.3. The category gpr(SgrC )/F∗ is equivalent to projR and the stable
category of projR is equivalent to projP.

Proof. In Theorem 5.23 of [22] we have shown that the map projRgrC → gpr(SgrC ), x∧ 7→
resx∧ induces an isomorphism of exact categories. This implies that gpr(SgrC )/F∗ ∼=
projRgrC /F∗. Furthermore, we have shown in the Lemma 3.2 that projRgrC /F∗ is
equivalent to projR. Hence the category gpr(SgrC )/F∗ is equivalent to projR. Let
x, y ∈ R0 − S0, then

proj R(x∧, y∧) ∼= R/〈S〉(x, y) ∼= projP(x∧, y∧).

Hence the stable category projR is equivalent to projP. This finishes the proof.
√

Combining the results of this section, yields the following.
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Corollary 3.4. There is a fully faithful embedding

projP → gpr(S), x∧ 7→ resx∧

for all x ∈ R0 − S0.

Proof. By the previous results, we have that res : projR → gpr(S), x∧ 7→ resx∧

yields a fully faithful functor between two Frobenius categories, such that the in-
decomposable projective-injective objects in projR are mapped to the projective-
injective objects in gpr(S) given by x∧ for all x ∈ S0. Hence this functor lifts
to a functor on the stable categories. As proj(R) ∼= projP, we obtain the above
statement.

√

Theorem 3.5. Suppose that S is Hom-finite. Then gpr(SgrC )/F∗ → gpr(S) is an
equivalence.

Proof. Using the same argument as in Theorem 5.18 of [22], we can show that
projP → gpr(S) is essentially surjective, hence an equivalence by corollary 3.4.

Note also that by Theorem 3.3 the stable category of gpr(SgrC )/F∗ is equivalent to
projP. As the embedding gpr(SgrC )/F∗ → gpr(S) is one to one on the projective-
injective objects, we obtain that it is essentially surjective.

√

3.6. Frobenius models of self-injective algebras. In this section we classify
all Frobenius models of projP that are standard (cf. section 2.3, page 63 of [37])
in the following sense:

(P1) For each indecomposable non projective object X of E , there is an almost
split sequence starting and an almost split sequence ending at X.

(P2) The category of indecomposables is equivalent to the mesh category of its
Auslander–Reiten quiver.

(P3) Every projective-injective indecomposable object appears in exactly one
mesh of the Auslander-Reiten quiver.

Recall from Proposition 2.7 that P is equivalent to the orbit category k(ZQ)/F
where we view F as an automorphism on the mesh category k(ZQ). Similarly,
R is defined by the choice of an automorphism F of k(ZQ) and an admissible
configuration C ⊂ (ZQ)0.

Theorem 3.7. There is a bijection between the admissible F -stable configurations
C ⊂ ZQ0 such that R is Krull-Schmidt, and the equivalence classes of Frobenius
models E of projP which are standard in the above sense. The bijection maps C to
the Nakajima category projR where R is defined by the datum (C,F ).

Proof. Let R be defined by the admissible pair (C,F ). Then projR is a Krull-

Schmidt category whose Auslander-Reiten quiver is Q̃ ∼= ZQC/F . Now, by The-
orem 3.3, the category projR is exact with projective-injective objects σ(x)∧ for
all x ∈ C and we have a natural equivalence of triangulated categories between the
stable category of projR and projP. Hence projR is a Frobenius model of projP.

Conversely, suppose E is a Frobenius model of projP satisfying (P1)–(P3). Then
the stable Auslander-Reiten quiver of E is ZQ/F . Let CE ⊂ (ZQ/F )0 be the
vertices which correspond to objects c ∈ E , such that a projective-injective object
appears as middle term of the Auslander-Reiten sequence starting in c. Then CE
lifts to an F -invariant subset C ⊂ ZQ0. Clearly, this configuration gives rise to a
category R which is equivalent to E by (P1)–(P3). It remains to show that C is
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admissible. Applying Hom(−,−) to the almost split sequences of E starting in x
yields the exact sequences

0→ R(?, x)→
⊕
x→y
R(?, y)

and

0→ R(x, ?)→
⊕
y→x
R(y, ?)

where the arrows run between representatives of F–orbits in Q̃. By the definition
of R as an orbit category, this yields exact sequences in RgrC as in 2.4. Hence C is
an admissible configuration.

√

Remark 3.8. If R is not Krull-Schmidt for an admissible pair (C,F ), then one can

consider its orbifold completion R̂ as defined in [26], which is Krull-Schmidt as the

endomorhism ring of indecomposable objects are local. Then proj R̂ is a Frobenius

model of DQ/̂F which is equivalent to projP, as P is Hom-finite. Furthermore,
the mesh category of its Auslander-Reiten quiver is equivalent to R: the irreducible
maps are induced by the arrows in the quiver of R and the indecomposable objects
are in bijection with the vertices.

It follows by [22] that projRgrC ∼= gpr(SgrC ) is a Frobenius model of DQ and every
standard Hom-finite Frobenius model arises in this way. Hence we know that all
standard Hom-finite Frobenius models of projP are orbit categories of standard
Hom-finite Frobenius models of DQ.

4. Desingularization of quiver Grassmannians

We can apply our results to desingularize quiver Grassmanianns of modules of
self-injective algebras of finite representation type. We refer to the survey [41]

for an overview on self-injective algebras. We denote by B̂ the repetitive algebra
associated with a finite-dimensional algebra B, see [18] and [16]. Furthermore, we
denote by Γ(A) the mesh category associated to the Auslander-Reiten quiver of an
algebra A.

Theorem 4.1. Let A be a standard finite-dimensional self-injective algebra of fi-
nite representation type. Then there is a Nakajima category R such that Γ(A) is
isomorphic to R and A is Morita equivalent to S.

Proof. By [35], every self-injective algebra of finite representation type over a field
of characteristic 6= 2 is necessarily standard. Furthermore, if A is self-injective,
standard and of finite representation type, then by [34] and [42] there is an algebra

B which is tilted of Dynkin type Q such that A ∼= B̂/F , where F is an autoequiv-

alence on B̂. Also B̂ is standard and its stable Auslander-Reiten quiver is ZQ.

By Proposition 4.3 of [23] the mesh category Γ(B̂) is equivalent to the Nakajima
category RgrC associated with the quiver Q, and the configuration C such that the
vertices σ(x) with x ∈ C correspond to the positions of the projective-injective

B̂–modules in the Auslander-Reiten quiver.
Hence F acts on k(ZQ) and satisfies the assumptions in 2.4 by [34], [42]. By [13]

(see also [41] Section 3.2) the mesh category Γ(A) is given by the quotient Γ(B̂)/F

and the canonical pushforward functor induces a Galois cover Γ(B̂)→ Γ(A). Hence
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Γ(A) ∼= R where R is determined by Q, F and C as above. As B̂ is standard, it
is Morita equivalent to SgrC , the subcategory of RgrC generated by the projective-
injective objects σ(x) with x ∈ C. Hence A is Morita equivalent to S.

√

We define An to be the quiver 1→ 2→ · · · → n.

Example 4.2. Let A be given as the path algebra of

· x
{{

modulo x2. Then A is equivalent to the Nakajima category S given by the data
Q = A1, C = ZA1 and F = τ . That is R is

1
a

66

c

��

2
boo

1′

d

OO

with relations cd = b1a1 and ba = 0 .

This holds in greater generality.

Proposition 4.3. Let A be the path algebra of

· x
{{

modulo xn+1 for n ≥ 1.Then A is equivalent to S, where Q = An, C is the τ -orbit
of a point in ZAn with only one incoming arrow and F = τ .

Proof. Let R be given by the datum Q, C and τ as in the proposition. Then R is
given by the quiver

1
a1

44

c

��

· · ·b1oo
an−1

66 n
bn−1oo

1′

d

OO

satisfying aibi = bi−1ai−1 for 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and cd = ab and bn−1an−1 = 0. By
[38], the quiver of S is given as the Ext1-quiver of P1 in projP, where P is the
preprojective algebra of An. This is one-dimensional and hence there is one loop.
Furthermore, the number of minimal relations between the paths is given by the
dimension of Ext2(P1, P1) which is also one-dimensional. Now it is easy to see
that S has one object and the morphisms are spanned by powers of the loop dc.
Furthermore, one sees that the minimal relation is (dc)n+1 = 0.

√

Let A, R and S be as in Theorem 4.1. As shown in Theorem 4.1, the algebra A
is Morita equivalent to S which is the full subcategory of R. Furthermore, as A is
standard, we have equivalences

modA ∼= Γ(A) ∼= R.

Note also that projP ∼= projR/S ∼= modA. Hence the intermediate extension
KLR : modS → modR can be seen as a functor

KLR : modA→ mod modA.
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Theorem 4.4. Let A be a self-injective algebra of finite representation type and
M ∈ modA. Then the projective variety Grd(KLRM) is smooth. Furthermore there
are finitely many dimension vectors d1, . . . , dn such that the restriction induces a
map ⊔

Grdi(KLRM)→ Gre(M), L 7→ resL

which is proper and surjective.

Proof. By Lemma 2.7 of [23], the image under the intermediate extension KLR

of every M ∈ modA is rigid and has projective dimension one. As Γ(A) is an
Auslander algebra, it has global dimension at most two and using Proposition 7.1 of
[7] we have that Grd(KLRM) is smooth and equi-dimensional. Now the restriction
induces a map Grd(KLRM)→ Gre(M) for any dimension vector d of Γ(A), where
e is the restriction of d to objects σ(x) for x ∈ C. This map is proper as its domain
is projective. Furthermore as KLR preserves monomorphisms, every submodule
N ⊂M gives rise to a submodule KLRN ⊂ KLRM . Hence there are finitely many
dimension vectors d1 . . . dr such that⊔

i

Grdi(KLRM)→ Gre(M)

is surjective.
√

We define Grbsd (KLRM) to be the closure of the open subset

{L ∈ Grd(KLRM)|L is bistable}.

It follows that Grbsd (KLRM) is smooth. Following [7], let us denote by C(N) the
irreducible subvariety of Gre(M) containing all submodules isomorphic to an A–
module N . As A is of finite representation type, all irreducible components of
Gre(M) are of the form C(N). Let C(Ni) for i = 1, . . . , n denote the irreducible
components of Gre(M) for some representatives Ni ∈ Gre(M) and let di be the di-
mension vector of KLR(Ni). We denote V(M) := {d1, . . . , dn} the set of dimension
vectors.

Lemma 4.5. The restriction πgr : Grbsdi(KLRM)→ Gre(M) maps birationally onto
all components C(Ni) with dimKLR(Ni) = di.

Proof. Clearly, to every N ∈ Gre(M) which is isomorphic to some Ni as above,

we obtain an element KLRN ∈ Grbsdi(KLRM) such that πgr(KLRN) maps to N .

Furthermore all bistable modules form an open subset of Grbsdi(KLRM) and are of
the form KLRL for some L ∈ modA. Hence the open subset of bistable modules
in Grbsdi(KLRM) is mapped bijectively to the open subsets of modules isomorphic
to some Ni as in the Lemma. Therefore πgr is surjective and birational.

√

Recall that a desingularization map between algebraic varieties is a proper, sur-
jective and birational map with smooth domain. We conclude with the following
result.

Theorem 4.6. The map

πgr : td∈V(M) Grbsd (KLRM)→ Gre(M)

is a desingularization map.
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